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The Problem With Lit Reviews



What makes a lit review a chore/pain/avoidable task?

They are HUGE time sinks in the standard workflow
• Large start-up costs for a task – can be simplified
• Journal gating, multiple log-ins, etc make this worse

Take a lot of work, may not use all the information gathered
• Limited continuity – may not use after the current project

How do we make this better/more bearable/efficient?
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A Better Lit Review Process

Consistent process & workflow across projects
• Gather citations, map to Zotero, create lit review

Retention of all gathered info & citations
• Collect & index references in Zotero
• Use browser extensions to save directly to libraries

Templated format for lit review product/deliverable
• Allows for transferability across projects with ease
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A Better Lit Review - Step-by-Step

Step 1: Identify target papers for literature review
• tired: search RePEC, Google Scholar, etc for papers
• wired: identify seminal paper 𝑃1 and use ConnectedPapers

Step 2: Collect metadata for all papers in literature review
• tired: download all files, load into Zotero, clean details
• wired: Zotero browser extension + ConnectedPapers bibfile

Step 3: Create deliverable with all information from lit review
• tired: varied files all doing the same thing, diff. formats
• wired: use template and actively reference citations, check details
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Requisite Software & Setup for this Workflow

Zotero Reference Manager
• Free, allows for unique libraries by project
• Add browser extensions which allow for direct saving

RStudio -or- MS Word -or- LaTeX (Overleaf works!)
• Final deliverable will be templated for one of these
• Will need LaTeX downloaded for RStudio, here.

If using LaTeX: Sublime Text (ST3) highly recommended
• Lots of package options, free, citation manager built in
• PDF Viewer Skim is very nice with ST3, auto updates on build
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Step 1 - Establish Scope



Start-Up Costs Can Be Lessened

How should we approach a lit review, in practice?
• A meta-analysis? A memo of existing papers?
• Better: a skeleton for the first half of paper

Establish scope of lit review, identify 𝑃1
• Every paper is written using another as a template
• Grab all citations from intro of 𝑃1 , start Zotero lib

Use ConnectedPapers to find related works
• prior works: cited by 𝑃1
• derivative works: cites 𝑃1
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Using ConnectedPapers for Lit Reviews

Creates graph of prior and derivative works from 𝑃1
• Graph created based on distance to node (“degrees of separation”)

Allows for .bib file download of all graph nodes
• This can be imported directly to Zotero library

ConnectedPapers viewer shows abstract no matter what
• Can conduct most of lit review from here, no gating
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Connected Papers: Creating Paper Graph
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Connected Papers: Downloading .bib File
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Step 2 - Zotero Workflow



You’ve Selected Papers – Now What?

The goal of a lit review is not to produce a writeup
• An important aspect is the deliverable, but not the whole pie

A lit review is time to invest in gathering references + cites
• Formatting these in Zotero at this stage saves time later!!
• Dealing wth metadata errors while writing is a pain, prevent it

Take time before digging in to see what the metadata look like
• Remove/merge any duplicated entries; fix names & publication dates
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Use BetterBibTex & Create Perpetual Export

Problem: you don’t want to create a new [.bib] export every time ref is added
• Solution : Better BiBTeX integration with Zotero and Project-Specific Folders

Create perpetual export using BBT for project-specific libraries ↓

Zotero folder with all relevant papers → [.bib] file exported to project folder
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Integrating Zotero - MS Word (Simple Add-In)

Zotero Word add-in allows for connection to local libraries
• Can add citations in popup and generate bibliography w/ custom style

Many journal styles are offered on default by Zotero, you choose:
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Integrating Zotero - RStudio

Producing PDF via RMD → LaTeX is seamless!

Use citr::insert_citation for GUI reference management
• Package searches for [.bib] file in manuscript directory (same folder)
• With BetterBibTex, can connect RStudio directly to Zotero library

Can also use perpetual export settings to create [.bib] file
• Just need to add bibliography: bibfilename.bib to YAML
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Adding Citations in Document - Zotero and RStudio
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Step 3 - Templated Deliverables



Scope Established, Metadata Clean, What Next?

Creating a consistent template for lit reviews is valuable
• Having this template be something that helps you is priceless

Recall: A lit review is basically the first half of your paper.
• Lit review in a way that you can copy & paste to paper intro
• An example lit review entry from one of my RA’s:

The effects of public health insurance on health behaviors: Evidence from the fifth year of Medicaid expansion.

Aparna Soni, 2020, Health Economics

This study observes the relationship between legislative expansions of public health insurance and health behaviors over time through analysis related to the installment of the
Affordable Care Act-facilitated Medicaid expansions. The results show that said expansions increase the implementation of certain forms of preventive care, a reduction in heavy
drinking, a reduction in smoking and a probabilistic increase in exercise, thereby indicating that the public insurance expansions could reduce harmful health habits in low-income
populations over time.
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One Step Further: Annotated Bibliography Template

Create RMD or Word doc and connect to [.bib] file for deliverable

Create a separate paragraph entry for each paper with info:
• Full paper title (makes searching for name easier later)

• cite using Vancouver style – produces ordered biblio

• Authors, Year, Joural of Publication
• Data used – source name, access link if available, study window
• Method used – Details, any methodological advances
• 2 sentence abstract re-write

• Synthesize results and contribution in your words (copy & paste to intro)

Will send this template with a dummy [.bib] file - email: sr2297@cornell.edu !
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Thank You! Questions?
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